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Twitter
Tuesday 10/23
Though often viewed as separate from #development, architecture is an integral part of the
#software
development cycle. Find out more, and discover the do’s and don’ts
of
software architecture: https://bit.ly/2pVIQa4. @JAXenterCOM More: https://goo.gl/5UNnCP.
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Wednesday 10/24
Thanks to its speed, flexibility and security
, the #cloud ☁ has become a buzzword in the
#business world. Yet it also offers efficiency and adaptability to #innovation for developers.
Learn more: https://bit.ly/2yjKw1Q. @cloud_comp_news More: https://goo.gl/wYdnhE.
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Thursday 10/25
Further strengthening the case for new #technology
in today’s #business world, a recent
survey shows that companies which adopt #DevOps see higher performance , KPI
achievement and profits. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2AewKyY. @devopsdotcom More:
https://goo.gl/yU9tVo.
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Friday 10/26
It’s hardly news that mobile #apps
are a key #business tool. That also means the market is
packed with millions of apps. Check out these optimization techniques to ensure the success of
your app: https://bit.ly/2P3wQSa. @MarTechSeries More: https://goo.gl/TiZhRu.

#FF | Thanks for the follow, @littlehootsapp, @KCTechCouncil and @PinsightMedia!
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Saturday 10/27
Containers can be extremely valuable in increasing the effectiveness of a business’s #software
. Discover the nine pillars of container best practices to ensure your containers support
software success : https://bit.ly/2NMUcH4. @ContainerBlog More: https://goo.gl/acYrWm.
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#MicrosoftMonday | We recently bid farewell to Microsoft co-founder Paul G. Allen, an early
#innovator in the #tech world, philanthropist and visionary . Learn more about his life and
legacy: https://bit.ly/2IXYBWZ. @geekwire More: h
 ttps://goo.gl/ZQPVur.

Google+ Kansas City
Thursday 10/25
LaunchKC Recognized for Initiatives to Fuel KC Tech and Innovation
LaunchKC, the program behind the grant competition that closed TechWeek KC, recently
received its own rewarding accolades — the Bronze Excellence in Economic Development
Award. To support tech industries and innovation, LaunchKC awards half a million dollars to
nine startups every year and has so far given $1.5 million in funding. The program’s success
demonstrates the scope and value of such initiatives to fuel innovation, as well as highlighting
KC’s booming tech scene. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2CoDA6f.

Google+ Denver
Thursday 10/25
Colorado Town Approves Funding for Town-Owned Fiber Optic Network
Colorado’s tech boom continues to flourish, now showing signs of extending beyond the Denver
area. Breckinridge approved plans to install a town-owned fiber optic network, setting the stage
for improved Internet and cell service, high-speed connectivity and “smart city” potential. The
town joins other Colorado communities with municipal-owned networks and will link to
high-speed cables leading to Frisco and Denver. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2EpBaHa.

LinkedIn
Tuesday 10/23
Matt When it comes to digital health, many companies are discovering it’s all about the patient in the
end. Digital health app development is increasingly focusing on listening to the end user,
employing testing and patient participation to find gaps and solutions. Learn more about the
importance of the human element in digital app development: https://bit.ly/2PpBO8G.

Pat - Denver news
Colorado is becoming a digital network, with a booming tech scene and other communities
following in Denver’s footsteps in implementing high-tech elements. The latest: Breckinridge.
The town recently approved funding for a town-owned fiber optic network, setting the stage for
high-speed connectivity and “smart city” potential. Find out more about the state and
possibilities of Colorado’s digital future: https://bit.ly/2EpBaHa.

Thursday 10/25
Steve The framework is the first step and foundation of a mobile #app, yet with many options on the
market these days, it can be an endeavor to choose the right one for your project. Learn more
about the top mobile app development frameworks and the benefits of each:
https://bit.ly/2RVLauz. If you’re looking to create a mobile app for your #business, check out our
capabilities: https://bit.ly/2P0yIr3.

Friday 10/26
Matt What’s the case for “DevOptimism” in the future? DevOps is becoming standard practice for
enterprises and continues to evolve, with far-reaching benefits — and potential — for boosting
business efficiency and flexibility. Discover the innovative trends and technologies shaping the
future of #DevOps: https://bit.ly/2IRAbhO.
Steve The #cloud revolution is no longer a thing of the future but the here and now. Driven largely by
customers who increasingly see the benefits of cloud technology in helping business agility,
flexibility, and innovation, the cloud is everywhere. The question now is: where will it go next?

Experts are looking to the intelligent cloud as the next evolution of #IT. Take a look at the
current and future state of the cloud: https://bit.ly/2EsUNOM.
Monday 10/29
Steve KC TechWeek wrapped up with a bang October 12 with the announcement of the 2018
LaunchKC winners. The annual pitch contest awards a half-million dollars in grant funds to nine
startups from around the world. With two-thirds of this year’s winners from the Kansas City area,
LaunchKC and TechWeek continue to showcase KC’s vibrant #tech scene. Learn more:
https://bit.ly/2ymFtO5.

Pat With a proactive approach alongside development, Agile allows teams to find and fix issues
more efficiently. Discover how continuous testing can create a steady workflow and higher
quality: https://bit.ly/2QUU3TW. Learn more about our Agile strategy: https://bit.ly/2w4Db4W.

